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Traditionally, the UK news media

landscape has been a relatively simple

one. There are broadsheet newspapers

such as The Times and The Guardian
— named so because of the size and

shape of the paper used for printing —

and there are tabloid papers such as

The Sun and The Mirror — smaller,

more manageable, easier to read. 

The two categories were largely aimed

at specific economic demographics. In

a very general sense, broadsheets were

targeted towards readers in lower

middle class and upper middle class

brackets, while tabloids found their

readership within the working-class

end of the spectrum.

Within these categories, there were

certain political affiliations. Both the

broadsheet Guardian and the tabloid

Mirror have traditionally been left-

wing papers, geared towards

supporters of the Labour Party, while

the Times and the Sun — at least since

the election of Margaret Thatcher in

1979 — have been right-leaning,

Conservative papers.

But the digital age has added

dynamism to the media landscape.

Customers no longer buy 'the paper' 
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each morning, entering the carefully

curated media funnel of one particular

outlet. 

Instead, they have unprecedented

choice, with stories from a range of

different outlets delivered to them via

social media, news aggregation apps,

digital subscriptions, and a number of

other online channels. So where does

this leave us in 2022? How has this

impacted the U.K. news media

landscape?
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Before we continue into a more in-

depth analysis of the UK's media

market, we first need to understand

the economic demographic brackets

these publications serve. 

The Office for National Statistics

applies an Approximated Social Grade

to the UK's population, based upon

the economic resources of individuals

surveyed in the UK census. 

The six social grades are:

A: Upper middle class individuals

B: Middle class individuals

C1: Lower middle class individuals

C2: Skilled working class individuals

D: Working class individuals

E: Individuals at the lowest level of

subsistence

Typically, broadsheets are targeted at

individuals in the A and B brackets,

while tabloids are aimed at those in

the D and E tiers. Individuals across C1

and C2 may be targeted by both

broadsheet and tabloid publishers. 
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We can apply the broader

classifications ABC1 and C2DE to

denote the upper and lower portions

of this structure.

How this applies to Digital PR

So, what does this mean for Digital

PR? Well, understanding the audience

of these publications can help you to

ideate based around the readership of

the media outlets, as well as to help

you determine which media outlets

your client's brand (agency) or your

employer's brand (in-house) will draw

in a similar audience that your brand

is trying to target.

For example, if your client is a luxury

travel company, you should create

content that would land coverage in

broadsheets vs. content that would

appear in tabloid news.
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In order to understand the UK media,

you need to understand who the

major news publishers are.

You may have noticed the publishing

groups if you've ever had a campaign

that's been picked up by several news

websites using the same content - this

is called syndication.

News UK

News UK is the British arm of the

American group News Corp, owned

and operated by media moguls Rupert

and James Murdoch. News UK

provides titles such as The Times, The
Sunday Times, The Sun, and The Sun
on Sunday to the UK market.

The Sun enjoys a monthly readership

of 28.191 million as of 2021, but only

6.388 million of these readers access

the print version. Of the 24.7 million

digital readers, 23.052 are accessing

content on phone or tablet. The Sun
traditionally sits within the C2DE

market.

The Times is read by 15.791 million

readers each month, spread across

4.102 million print readers and 13.164

digital — 12.326 million of whom read

on a phone or tablet device. The Times
is generally considered an ABC1 paper.
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The Daily Mail Group

The Daily Mail Group's flagship papers

are the Daily Mail and the Mail on
Sunday, positioned somewhere

between the traditional broadsheet

and tabloid markets. The Group also

provides the free Metro paper, and i,

the descendant of The Independent
newspaper.

The Daily Mail was read by 26.062

million people each month in 2021,

with 6.304 million print readers. 19.969

million of 22.430 million digital readers

read on mobile or tablet devices. Like

the Express, the Daily Mail is
positioned within the C1C2 market, but

it targets readers outside of this band.

The Metro is delivered for free on

transport networks across the country,

but this contributed to only 5.937

million monthly print readers in 2021,

out of 21.183 million in total. 15.930

million out of 17.332 million digital

readers accessed the Metro on

smartphones and tablets. The Metro is

a free paper and exists outside of the

economic social tier structure,

although the style and presentation

mirrors tabloid papers in the C2DE

group.

https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/the-sun/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/the-times/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/daily-mail/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/metro/
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Reach PLC

Reach PLC, formerly known as Trinity

Mirror, is responsible for the Daily
Mirror and the Sunday Mirror. Other

national titles include Sunday People,

Daily Express, Daily Star, and Daily
Star Sunday. Reach also provides

many of the UK's regional coverage,

including well-established brands

such as the Manchester Evening News
and the Bristol Post.

The Daily Mirror was accessed by

25.743 million readers a month in 2021,

only 3.382 million of whom accessed

print copies. 22.118 million of 23.866

million digital readers accessed

content on phone or tablet devices.

The Mirror is targeted to the C2DE

market.

The Daily Express — like the Mail,
positioned somewhere between the

tabloids and the broadsheets — was

read by 18.437 million per month in

2021, with roughly 10% (1.841 million)

accessing the print copy. 15.256 million

of the 17.258 million digital readers

used a phone or tablet device. The
Daily Express may be positioned

within the C1C2 market, but the paper

also targets individuals from other

income tiers.

The tabloid Daily Star newspaper

achieved a monthly readership of

12.622 million in 2021, with only 1.358

million of these accessing the print

copy. Of the 11.662 million digital

readers, almost all (11.070 million)

accessed mobile and tablet copies.

The Daily Star is aimed at the C2DE

market.

Regional newspapers such as

Manchester Evening News (MEN) have

seen print readership figures fall

sharply. MEN print circulation fell by

46% year-on-year in the second half of

2020, falling 16,785 per day on average.

This climbed to almost 21,000 in the

second half of 2021. Regional

newspapers generally exist outside of

the ABC1 or C2DE classifications, but

they are geared more towards C2DE

readers.

Guardian Media Group

The Guardian Media Group provides

the longstanding Guardian newspaper

— originally the Manchester Guardian
— and The Observer.

The Guardian was read by 19.793

million people each month in 2021,

broken down into 3.187 million print

https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/the-daily-mirror/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/daily-express/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/daily-star/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/daily-star/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/daily-star/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/daily-star/
https://www.prolificnorth.co.uk/news/publishing-news/2021/02/manchester-evening-news-sees-circulation-drop-46-print-titles-hit-hard
https://www.abc.org.uk/product/9786-manchester-evening-news
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/the-guardian/
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readers and 18.422 digital readers.

15.709 million of these digital readers

accessed the paper via mobile and

smartphone. The Guardian positions

itself politically to the left of other

broadsheets, taking a social

democratic tone on most issues, but

the paper is still largely aimed at ABC1

readers. 

GMG's weekly paper, The Observer,

does not have digital services and

delivered 550,000 print copies per

month in 2021. The Observer is a

broadsheet in the ABC1 category.

The Telegraph

The Telegraph Media Group is another

of the most influential figures on the

UK's news media scene, providing The

Daily Telegraph and Sunday
Telegraph to the market.

The broadsheet Daily Telegraph
edges out its rival The Times with

16.067 million monthly readers in 2021,

14.372 million of whom accessed

digital copies, while 2.736 million read

print copies. Mobile and tablet

readership was also a little greater

than that of The Times, at 12.820

million. The Daily Telegraph is an

ABC1 paper.

https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/the-observer/
https://www.newsworks.org.uk/titles-at-a-glance/the-daily-telegraph/
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Looking at the data above, we can see

immediately that UK consumers prefer

to access their news digitally and are

turning their backs on traditional

sources of information — i.e., a

newspaper purchased or delivered to

the home each day or each week. Free

papers like the Metro and regional

publishers such as the Manchester
Evening News operate different

distribution models, and we might

expect these publishers to be

anomalous outliers. However, again the

data shows us this is not the case —

digital services are far more popular for

these publishers, too.

Is this the result of the digital age? Not

necessarily. Since 1950, the circulation

of paid Sunday and daily newspapers

has been falling steadily. While daily

newspaper sales rallied slightly through

the 1980s, this was only temporary, and

both sets of circulation figures are now

only fractions of what they were 70

years ago. It's also important to note

that there were fewer than 15 million

households in the UK in 1950. By 2010,

there were more than 25 million. So

circulation figures have been falling

even while potential readership pools

grow.

S I G N I F I C A N T
C H A N G E S  I N  N E W S
P U B L I S H I N G

This casts a different light upon the

print v. digital figures listed above. If

circulation figures have been falling for

almost three-quarters of a century, then

we cannot blame the convenience and

ease of digital media for "killing" the

newspaper industry. Instead, digital

services are actively saving publishers,

providing them with a reliable revenue

stream as traditional print markets

dwindle.

How this relates to Digital PR

While it's no surprise that digital media

is outpacing print and has been for

some time, keep these facts in mind

next time someone tells you the

newspaper industry is being killed by

people not reading print anymore.

http://media-cmi.com/downloads/Sixty_Years_Daily_Newspaper_Circulation_Trends_050611.pdf
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Car magazines such as the well-

established Top Gear (1,254 total reach,

701 digital) and Auto Express (1,836

total, 1,579 digital) continue to be

popular but are becoming dominated

by their digital reader base.

Fitness and lifestyle publications —

including those for men, for women, or

gender-neutral — such as Men's Health

(2,484 total reach, 2,020 digital) and

Runner's World (927 total, 795 digital)

are similarly dominated by digital

copies.

Other magazines such as Conde Nast

Traveller (1,437 total, 1,323 digital) and

British GQ (1,124 total, 941 digital) are

also aimed predominantly at digital

readers.

A small number of magazines have

retained a relatively strong print

showing. BBC History, for example, has

an almost even split of print and

digital readers (329 to 330), while the

Big Issue — operated on a social

business model and distributed largely

by homeless individuals — remains a

predominately print-based publication

(762 of its 951 total reach comes from

the print edition).
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Women's Magazines

Hello! and OK magazines lead the way

in the weekly stakes, with a monthly

reach of 10,977 (10,005 digital) and

7,433 (6,263 digital), respectively. Their

closest competitors all fall below

2,500.

Grazia is at the forefront of the

fortnightly magazine market, with

1,262 (871 digital), compared to Yours

Magazine's 790. Yours still achieves the

majority of its brand reach from its 413

print copies.

BBC Good Food is top of the table

among women's monthlies, with a

reach of 10,665 (10,068 digital).

Cosmopolitan sits in second with a

reach of 5,073 (4,541 digital).

Print-Only Magazines

Supermarket giant Tesco provides one

of the leading print-only magazines to

the market, with a monthly print reach

of 5,529 for Tesco Magazine. High-end

supermarket Waitrose is also among

the market leaders with Waitrose Food

at 2,656 per month.

The National Trust and English

Heritage organisations maintain

cultural and historical sites through

the UK, and both provide print-only 
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publications to subscribers and

donors. National Trust achieves a

monthly reach of 2,224 to English

Heritage's 501, although the

publications are only released each

quarter.

The majority of print-only magazines

struggle to achieve a monthly reach of

more than 500, with most falling far

below this. Even weekly magazines

such as Best and New achieve on 436

and 257 respectively.

The rapid decline of print magazines

The print magazine readership is

decreasing even more rapidly than

that of print newspapers. In 2011, 820.1

million copies of print magazines were

sold in the United Kingdom. By 2018,

this had more than halved, falling to

373.8 million. This, of course, has a

huge impact on revenue. The print

magazine market's 2011 revenue was

£1.172 billion — falling to £634.2 million

only seven years later.

Again, digital services are powering

and supporting magazine publishers

rather than strangulating them. The

cost and inconvenience of traditional

regular print publication is driving

readers online, seeking content in new

and more engaging ways. Magazine

publishers, like their newspaper 

counterparts, need to reflect these

trends in their audience offerings,

hence the dramatic increase in online

and digital publications.
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UNDERSTANDING THE
SHIFT AWAY FROM
PRINT

So, what is actually happening here?

Why is digital media now the

dominant force in news and magazine

publishing? There are a number of

factors that influence this shift.

The ubiquity of smartphone devices

By 2025, it is estimated that 94% of

the UK population will own a

smartphone. This means that the vast

majority of UK residents have a

powerful device for consuming news

and media right in their pocket.

Basically, the distribution hardware is

already in place.

The rapid pace of news

In 1997, the BBC launched News 24,

since rebranded to BBC News, or the

BBC News Channel. This represented

the first time a terrestrial television

broadcaster had launched a 24-hour

digital news channel, and reflected

the need for round-the-clock news

coverage. This need is also found in

the newspaper publishing industry —

the public wants regular updates on

breaking news, not a daily overview.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/553707/predicted-smartphone-user-penetration-rate-in-the-united-kingdom-uk/
https://web.archive.org/web/20040404035846/http://tvhome.co.uk/bbcnews24/about.phtml
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The desire for broader insight

In December 2021, there were 669.1

million visits to BBC news websites, 

while DailyMail.co.uk and

TheGuardian.com received 155.8

million and 125.1 million hits,

respectively. These are big numbers

and suggest that UK news consumers

are accessing multiple publisher

websites as part of their daily browsing

habits. If this is the case, purchasing a

single newspaper is not going to

provide the coverage these consumers

need.

The rise of social media

Many of us have clicked on news

website links, shared by friends across

social media. Many of us have also

shared these links ourselves. This is

leading to a more fluid and dynamic

approach to the news, as readers

receive links from a variety of

publishers, across a variety of channels.

The suitability of the online sphere

The online landscape lends itself

perfectly to news and magazine

publishing. Users can browse casually

and check out stories they like, or they

can spend time reading specialised

articles — they can also interact with

content, watching videos, adding

comments, hitting share buttons and

carrying out all manner of other 

functions. None of this is possible with

the traditional newspaper experience

of sitting down and reading a paper

cover to cover.

Digital publications now dominate the

UK media landscape, and mobile

devices such as smartphones and

tablets have become the primary

points of access for British media

consumers. The result of this is

reduced overheads and costs for

publishers as they turn their backs on

expensive print operations, as well as

an increasingly competitive market for

news publishers themselves and

advertisers and other stakeholders.

The rise of digital media in newspaper

and magazine publishing shows no

sign of slowing down, and we can

expect this shift to continue in the

coming years. It's important to

remember, however, that moves away

from print are not damaging the

publishing industry — instead, they are

supporting its adaptation and

evolution in a changing market.

https://pressgazette.co.uk/most-popular-websites-news-uk-monthly/

